
Social Housing Decarbonisation Fund – Wave 1
 

The 2019 Conservative Manifesto committed to a £3.8bn Social Housing 
Decarbonisation Fund (SHDF) over a 10-year period to improve the energy 
performance of social rented homes, on the pathway to Net Zero 2050. The SHDF 
aims to deliver warm, energy-efficient homes, reduce carbon emissions and fuel 
bills, tackle fuel poverty, and support green jobs. 

The goal is to improve the energy performance of homes to Energy Performance 
Certificate (EPC) Band C, wherever possible, to take homes out of fuel poverty and 
deliver progress towards the UK's commitment to Net Zero by 2050.
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“The contractors couldn’t have been better, they 
cleaned up each day and were always polite and 

courteous”

“The property was permanently damp with 
significant mould growth in every room…cold for 
most of the year and heating bills very high. Since 

the installation of EWI mould has been 
eliminated…and not had the heating on since”

“Tenant surveys have 
identified the majority 

being at home during the 
day, so they can utilise 

solar generated electricity 
in real-time”
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RP – Registered Provider
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T&T – Turner & Townsend
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CWI, PV, windows and doors
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Examples of retrofit measures

LAD2 – Funding to Combined Authority & delivered directly (with input from LAs)

Retrofit measure: External Wall Insulation

HUG (Off-gas properties) – Funding to Combined Authority & delivered directly

Retrofit measure: Air Source Heat Pump

Couple who've had a new Air Source Heat Pump installed in Ince Blundell home, tell us what it's 
like (youtube.com)

https://youtu.be/F-tzLV99ZFs?si=CDqe1GvfGago50L8
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Mpvvuf4voM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Mpvvuf4voM
https://youtu.be/F-tzLV99ZFs?si=CDqe1GvfGago50L8


 Funding for pre-delivery assessments to improve data quality
 Ground Source Heat Pumps – ambitious, challenging, wouldn’t do again
 Underfloor insulation – disruptive to tenants, lots refused 
 The pros and cons of internal vs external wall insulation (issues of Planning, weather, disruption etc)
 Consortium approach enabled us to use underspend to deliver more properties. We have built strong positive 

relationships across the LCR and all W1 RPs have joined us for W2.1
 Knowledge share – examples of what good looks like for milestone evidence, sharing challenges and solutions
 Sharing success of W1 with W2.1 tenants to show the benefits and secure buy in
 Pilots…voids…’show properties’

Lessons Learned

• Better understanding of benefits in Spring 2024 once Winter data has been analysed, however initial tenant feedback 
indicates massive improvement to thermal comfort with EWI and IWI, GSHP providing very low cost heating and hot 
water

• SHDF W2.1 underway – 14 providers, £31.7m, c.4330 homes
• LCRCA is keen to undertake Wave 3 - TBC

What next…
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2 RP sessions and an internal project team sessionMissed opportunities for W2.1…DESNZ: the volume of data, granularity of detail and rigidity of reporting tools was challenging, alongside complexity of change requests as everything had to be calculated across the consortium. For 2.1 DESNZ have employed PWC, Salix and Turner and Townsend, and increased complexity of processes. We do attend a NWNZH - SHDF Project officer meeting where feedback is being collated and potential lobbying…Constant test and learn with measures – effectiveness for property archetypes, cost vs benefits, installation and tenant buy in.GSHP: We needed 10 boreholes for the shared loops and the drilling rigs needed to drill the holes destroyed the grassed areas around the scheme. Nearly 12 months later and the grass still hasn't fully recovered. The wrapping of the property made a big enough impact on its own. IWI: Negligible improvement of SAP ratings, intrusive for customers, lack of buy in vs No scaffolding, not impacted by weather, decanted customers, much easier than EWIAmbitious measures need to be undertaken such as the rollout of district heating to deliver a big impact on large number of properties in one go. The leap from EPC C to Net Zero is huge, and although many of the providers have achieved EPC C as part of SHDFw1 there is a risk these ratings may change with the planned changes to SAP scoring. We continue to need clear improvement in policy, legislation and investment to achieve the 2050 target. Providers are facing additional pressures with new fire safety regulations in 2024, damp and mould challenges and increased focus on new builds. Each provider has a different strategy – some are prioritising residents they are already servicing, whilst others are prioritising new builds. We are confident RPs can achieve 100% EPC C by 2030, however some providers have delayed their target delivery date due to challenges mentioned above.In order to achieve decarbonisation of LCRCA housing stock by 2050 we need to deliver approximately 750,000 existing properties, plus an additional c.5,000 properties per year, with around 20% being social housing (c.150,000). We feel the RPs are in a good position to deliver their current plans the budget they have available, however given that SHDFw1 delivered 1225 properties, and W2.1 has 4330 properties in plan, we are only achieving a small percentage of that target. 
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